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Misty Gamble plays with excess,
opulence and Chihuahuas in her
thought-provoking show.
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In “Covetous,” the life-sized Chihuahuas,
Gamble, the disturbingly decorated female
in a variety of standing and sitting poses, ex-

blues, greens and yellow.
Borrowing the familiar blue and white
palette from delftware but the pattern from
18th-century dress textiles, “Luminosity’s”
delicate head has a gigantic Barbie-like
ponytail coiffure, crowned by a juvenile
bow. The elaborate and infantilized diadem
of hair objectifies the female image, keeping
it childlike and thus controllable.
Here, as in all of Gamble’s busts, there
are no eyes, but an elaborate wig that covers half of the face. By eschewing some facial
features, Gamble suggests how femininity is
constructed through elaborate decoration,
which may obliterate identity. Her figures
become ciphers for idealized and sexualized
decorative objects.
Busts titled “Luxuriant” and “Decadence”
are curiosities of bulbous and curvaceous
shapes that completely obscure all facial
features, suggesting that we are consumed
by our desires. The work is conceptually
reminiscent of 16th-century Italian painter
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serve multiple objectives.
“Covetous” is one of two ceramic dressThe gallery also presents “Taking Aim,”
maker forms with a steel wire “skirt” filled, a three-person exhibition that trades on imform perhaps takes the feminine out of the in this instance, with tumbling Chihuahuas. ages of weaponry, featuring the ceramics of
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artist Linda Lighton, and the ink drawings of
In “Covetous,” the life-sized Chihuahuas, Connecticut-based Jane Rainwater.
On exhibit
in a variety of standing and sitting poses, exLighton’s luminously glazed sculptures
“Misty Gamble: Abject Reverie” and
pand the decadence Gamble portrays. The include machine guns and lipstick bullets.
“Taking Aim: Linda Lighton, Charles
toy breed suggests, by the starlets and celeb- Krafft’s “Balkan Bunny” features a pleasant
Krafft and Jane Rainwater” continue
rities who often seem to own them, a status delft earthenware bunny that unfortunately
at Sherry Leedy Contemporary Art,
symbol. Gamble emails, “the Chihuahuas embraces a grenade. Rainwater creates deli2004 Baltimore Ave., through Dec.
and cupcakes become the body itself and cate black ink drawings of botanicals whose
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symbols of excess, absence of body, and con- flowers are composed of weapons.
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